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The role of LowCVP in this debate

 LowCVP Board initiates investigation into car advertising
− Following on from point of sale labelling

 Stakeholder workshop organised by LowCVP to identify issues
− Regulatory framework in UK is good

 Commission Ebiquity (formerly Thomson Intermedia) to undertake Car 
Advertising Survey 2007
− Challenged misperceptions, provide a concrete evidence base

 Formed tripartite approach with ISBA and SMMT
− Need for better guidance

 A forum for co-ordinated action between Government, industry and 
stakeholders
− to deliver reduced CO2 emissions from road transport



The environmental impact of new cars

There is no such thing as an environmental car, all cars pollute
but some less than others!

 During 2008 car manufacturers added 
a variety of new fuel efficient models and 
sub brands to their model line up.

 Clear demand, 70% of car buyers say 
fuel economy is important, up 5% on 
previous year.

Buyers are not aware of or seeking 
best-in-class information, expect all cars 
to be similar in class.

 49% of car buyers aware of the new 
car fuel economy label, up 4% of previous 
year.

SMMT estimate new car CO2 would have 
been 139g/km in 2007 if car buyers had 

bought best in class

Source: SMMT



Making a green claim

 Car manufacturers bring to market 
new technology achieving 
improvements in average CO2.

 Consumers are increasingly aware of 
climate change and want to be 
empowered to act.

 Opportunity to use environment to 
strengthen brand reputation and 
credibility with consumers.

 CAP and BCAP codes and Defra 
Green Claims Code provide general 
guidance

Source: SMMT

Green claims should be truthful, accurate and able to be 
substantiated

New cars are getting progressively 
more fuel efficient



The pressure to regulate

 Increased use of green claims has 
led to a surge of complaints and 
pressure to tighten regulation in the UK.

− ASA record number of adjudications
− FOE surveys into car advertising

 Chancellor commissioned King 
Review in Budget 2007,
- Recommendation 18: Regulation of 
vehicle advertising should be 
strengthened …

 EC reviewing Labelling Directive

 Need to demonstrate to regulators 
that industry is acting responsibly.



What I hope you’ll get from today

 Current Regulatory Framework
− Regulation on car advertising – ASA
− Guidance on CO2 information in car advertising – VCA 

 Advertising practices
− Car Advertising Survey  - Ebiquity
− Case studies

 Future developments
− European framework and future developments – ISBA
− Revision of Green Claims Guidelines - Defra

 Discussion
Do we need more regulation in car advertising?

Is trial and error the best way to develop best practice?
Would specific guidance on green claims for car advertising help? 



The Low Carbon Vehicle Partnership

Thank You!

Tel: 020 3178 7859
Website: www.lowcvp.org.uk
Email: secretariat@lowcvp.org.uk
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